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Dear conference
participants,

diverse and at times unreliable sources of
information, there was a sense that this is “all
we’ve got” to gain – and keep – readers’ trust.

Energy transition reporting needs to be

We also discovered a vast body of expertise on

fact-based and cognizant of international

how journalists can work together effectively –

dimensions. It must dare to take new

and that we’ve only just scratched the surface in

approaches to storytelling, and refrain from

understanding the diverse challenges journalists

over-simplification. So how do we achieve

face reporting on energy and climate change

this? Are we at Clean Energy Wire alone in

in different parts of the world. With so many

thinking there is huge untapped potential for

journalists subject to intimidation and political

collaborative work on this defining story of

pressure, it was heartening to see such strong

our times?

commitment to bringing these vital stories to

To find out, we sought out journalists and

audiences across the globe.

media professionals interested in forging

It became clear to us that value of cross-border

paths to better cross-border journalism on

perspectives on the energy transition is huge,

the energy transition, and gathered in Bonn

and challenges best tackled cooperatively.

as the world watched international climate
negotiations in the German city.

Going into 2018, Clean Energy Wire will build
on this momentum to develop a global energy

We are proud to look back on a conference

transition and climate journalism network.

packed with insights from leading experts in

We will continue to facilitate meetings of

their fields, powerful ideas, and an impressive

international journalists, speak to experts both

show of enthusiasm for high-quality journalism.

in the media and in the climate and energy

The energy and commitment of all the
attending journalists, network and foundation
representatives, media experts, policymakers,

sectors, and exchange story ideas. So watch
this space: Stay tuned to @ClewNetwork on
Twitter, or look out for updates via email.

business strategists and advocacy directors,

And thank you once again for making this

gave us huge confidence in the potential

conference such a success – we hope it will

for an international climate and energy

mark the start of a fruitful relationship with

transition journalism network, and reinforced

each of you.

our commitment to further steps aimed at
developing such a network.

The Clean Energy Wire team

Throughout the two days, it was evident that
everyone at the conference was deeply
committed to the standards of quality
journalism. In fact, in the current climate of
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Friday, 10 November 2017

1. Welcome to the 2017
Clean Energy Wire CLEW
Network Conference
Opening the conference, Sven Egenter, Executive Di-

Sven Egenter

rector and Editor-in-Chief of the Clean Energy Wire
welcomed the international audience by laying out
three principles crucial to quality journalism on climate

shaping climate policy for ‘Paris and beyond’. Leo

change and the energy transition story:

Hickman, director and editor at Carbon Brief chaired

1. Follow the journalism handbook rigorously;

the panel.

2. Maximise transparency;
3. Break boundaries: Forget national borders – this is
a global story!

Claude Turmes, Member of the European Parliament from the Group of the Greens/European Free
Alliance, has been pursuing ‘green’ policies for more
than 20 years. He called on the audience of international journalists to hold the EU accountable, saying
we had just come through a “lost decade” on climate
change mitigation. Turmes said Europe must shoulder some of the blame for this, declaring that the
EU was failing to take leadership in the global struggle

2. Impulses: Expectations
for future climate and
energy transition jour
nalism from stakeholders
and the policy field

against climate change.
Dr. Tania Rödiger-Vorwerk, Deputy Director General of Environment and Infrastructure at the German
Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, talked about the concerns of the global South,
where access to energy is often the primary concern
“and climate mitigation ... has only recently become
part of the solution in vulnerable countries”.
Christoph Bals, Policy Director at non-profit environmental organisation Germanwatch, said German

Journalism is “needed more than ever” to “sort out

climate reporting had changed for the better. Sensa-

and qualify the mass of information” on the complex-

tionalism and ’doom and gloom’ imagery is less

ities of climate and energy, Jochen Flasbarth, State

present than two decades ago, he said, and positive

Secretary in the Federal Ministry for the Environment,

stories are both visible and important. But he added

Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety,

that it was crucial not to underplay the seriousness

said via an exclusive video address to the CLEW con-

of the situation.

ference.
In light of involvement of a vast number of

Felix Dembski, Vice-President of Strategy at sonnen
GmbH, a business producing private renewable power

stakeholders in the annual UN climate summit, we

storage solutions, agreed that the public responded

brought together speakers from business, politics

well to positive news. “We have a positive story – giv-

and the advocacy sector to discuss the current state

ing agency to people about renewables,” he said, “so

of energy and climate journalism, and its role in

the key question is how do you frame that positive story
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should provide funding for journalist to cover them,
with some participants calling for such support and
others raising concerns over the impact on journalistic
independence and integrity.

From left to right: Felix Dembski, Christoph Bals,
Tania Rödiger-Vorwerk, Leo Hickman

3. Networking welcome
“Introduce a colleague,
tell us who they are and
what expectations they
have for the COP23”

on energy in transition that works for business section
of a newspaper, but also wider public.” Asked about his
company’s media strategy, Dembski said, “We start by
picking up the phone.” Sonnen is also building a social
network platform for customers, aiming to build a
‘sonnen community’.
The panellists had differing views on how actively

Many thanks to @lahnabee, @rzcazan, @katakarath

the media took an interest in their field. Turmes said

and @angelin … for connecting up the energy transition

stories which appeared in some key online media

journalism community.

like Spiegel Online
could spread widely,

“Don‘t annoy

but stressed that, of

a journalist if

on the story. “Don’t

you don‘t have a
good story”
Claude Turmes

course, it depended
annoy a journalist if
you don’t have a good
story,” he warned.
Rödiger-Vorwerk took

4. Workshops
Session 1: What is the recipe for a
successful international journalism
network for a cause?

issue with the fast pace
of today’s journalism

“A simple truth: There’s more clout with more peo-

and quick-hit news

ple,” said James Fahn of Internews, on one of the

items, saying it often led to the omission of important

advantages of journalism networks. Fahn, who is

context. She also said that certain important topics

global director of Environmental Programs and exec-

were overlooked: “When we tried to address journal-

utive director of the Earth Journalism Network (EJN)

ists, there was no interest in the SDGs … and these

at Internews, joined Meaghan Parker, board member

are as important as Paris.” That led to a debate over

of the US-based Society of Environmental Journalists

whether the organisations behind such initiatives

(SEJ), and David González, Editor at the Latin American
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journalism network Connectas, on a panel chaired by
Tim Nuthall, International Communications Director
at the European Climate Foundation.
Gonzales said for a network to succeed, its members
must share a common mindset. “Generosity is key,”

Session 2: From bubble to
mainstream. Making the
energy transition relevant across
news desks

he said. “Journalists have to share stories and information.” He added that clarity over the rules govern-

How do you tell and sell energy and climate stories?

ing both the network as a whole and each individual

What distinguishes news-desk reporting from that of

project was essential.

specialised outlets? Journalists from a range of German

On the practical side, the speakers agreed on the

and UK media addressed these questions as a panel

following ingredients for success: management skills,

chaired by Christoph Podewils, Director of Communi-

technical expertise, opportunities to connect network

cations at think tank Agora Energiewende.

members, and, of course, money. “I am not ashamed

Dagmar Dehmer, a seasoned environmental jour-

to ask for money for a cause I believe in,” Fahn said,

nalist and climate and energy communication expert,

and explained the concept of ‘friendraising’: devel-

offered this assessment: “There is a tension in pub-

oping long-term relationships with potential funders

lishing houses – they want specialist output and also

that go beyond just a donation –

to stay relevant to general readers ...

something that may only happen

making those exclusives interesting

further down the line, if at all. Other
panellists objected to use of the word
“cause” relating journalistic practice. Parker said journalists’ objective
should be “improving the quality of
the debate” rather than pursuing a
defined outcome.
Representatives of established networks said striking the right balance

“Generosity is

for the rest of the world is hard.”

key, … Journalists

Projects at The Guardian, sees his role

have to share

Mark Rice-Oxley, Head of Special
as a ‘generalist’ as useful for delivering climate stories to the paper’s

stories and

readership. “I have spent 25 years

information.”

this subject, it is a big advantage,”

between institutional structure and

as a journalist-generalist, but in

David González

he said. “I have the opportunity to
get out of bubbles and publish away

openness was delicate and challeng-

from siloed audiences. The task ahead

ing. Fahn said too much openness

is to get out to … people who don’t

could leave a network vulnerable to ‘fraudsters’, while

share your view.” Rice-Oxley believes social media

Parker pointed out that too many protective measures

is forcing journalism to become more “compel-

had drawbacks, too. She said SEJ had been struggling

ling” and “original”.

to revise out-dated rules, such as bylaws over fund-

Regarding objectivity, Dehmer said, “I’ve never

ing, which she said should be flexible. “The situa-

reported objectively in my life. I have a position. But

tion can change greatly over time and you need to be

fairness in reporting is important.”

able to react and be able to seek new ways of funding,”
Parker said.

Benjamin Schulz, Managing Partner at GridHub
GmbH, which publishes online energy transition magazine The Beam, said there was a lack of innovation
in traditional media, which should “learn from other
businesses, such as advertising. Media should wonder
why advertising gets bigger budgets.”
So, what is best practice in journalism on the energy
transition? The panellists listed new angles, broader
perspectives, hope, inspiration, the “human touch”
and cross-desk reporting. Sonya Angelica Diehn, Team
Leader of the Environment Team at publically funded
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German new outlet Deutsche Welle (DW), wondered

Laurie Goering, Climate Editor at the Thomson Reuters

then, why the Peruvian farmer suing RWE failed to

Foundation, said training journalists around the world

generate interest on DW’s pages, despite ticking many

to cover vast and important topics like the energy tran-

of these boxes.

sition and climate change was crucial to keep the debate going. How stories are told was extremely impor-

Session 3: Building capacities for
global energy transition reporting

tant, she added; “Our positive stories get about three
times more resonance than negative ones … In the US
for instance, the best way to start a conversation on
climate change is to talk about common ground – for

In this session, journalists providing and receiving

example how longer summer seasons affect kids’ al-

training and capacity building for climate reporting

lergies, or sports events that get cancelled due to great

discussed the process of training through journalism

heat.” Goering said foundations’ reluctance to invest

fellowships.

in long-term capacity building was a key challenge.

Leena Yassen, a 19-year old journalist who was

“Funders should be ready to ensure continued support

trained by non-profit organisation ClimateTracker in

for existing projects rather than starting something

Sudan, was in Bonn to report on her second COP. “I

from scratch, anew, every time.”

was lucky enough to

“Funders should

speak to the Sudanese environment

be ready to

minister and held

ensure continued

over a lack of youth

support for

him accountable
participants at COP22
in Marrakech,” she

5. Keynote: ‘The state
of international energy
transition journalism and
the road ahead’

existing projects

said. “After I wrote

rather than start-

absence of young
Sudanese there, the

In the afternoon keynote speech, Alan Rusbridger,

ing something

government this year

former Editor-in-Chief of The Guardian, took the

from scratch,

funded five Sudanese

audience through the evolution of journalism over the

youth participants

last centuries. Now Principal of Lady Margaret Hall at

so that they could

Oxford University, Rusbridger said journalists could no

go to Bonn.” Yassen

longer justify their traditional “club” mentality and

stressed the impor-

top-down approach to feeding distant, anonymous

tance of making the

readers. Since the advent of social media just a decade

climate story acces-

ago, this had changed forever. Quoting Paul Murphy,

anew, every time.”
Laurie Goering

an article on the

sible: “I start an article by assuming my reader knows

a former Guardian colleague, Rusbridger explained

nothing about climate change, so I have to get them en-

the concept of “dialogue journalism”, which he said

gaged and find a way … their own life is affected by it.”

was more likely to generate trust, and better suited to

Andreas Sieber, Program Manager at ClimateTrack-

reporting on complex topics such as the climate and

er, explained the organisation’s mission as trying “to

environment. This sincere engagement with its read-

empower young reporters from the global South by

ership became the backbone of The Guardian’s envi-

tendering topics and supporting the winners financial-

ronment site – the world’s largest. “We realised our

ly.” He added that in these countries a small amount

readers knew much more about these topics than we

of investment could bring a lot of influence, but said a

did,” Rusbridger said.

shift away from English to focus more on local languages would do more to reach local audiences.

Under Rusbridger, The Guardian, which has a centuries-long history, took a step further into “public
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Clean Energy Wire and discussion chair, asked: What
is energy transition reporting like in different parts
of the world, and what role does journalism play in
public debate, as well as climate policy? And how well
informed are the media on developments outside of
their national bubbles?
Professor Holger Wormer from the Institute for
Journalism at the Technical University (TU) of Dortmund, said the German media still reported on the
energy transition largely as if the Energiewende were
an insular national project. This was the key finding
of a TU research
paper, which identified the problem
as due, in part, to a
lack of funding for
service journalism” with its ‘Keep it in the ground’

journalism on the

campaign. “‘Keep it in the ground’ was the last thing I

international ener-

did as editor of The Guardian, and I still think it’s the

gy transition. Only

most important,” Rusbridger said. “We knew ‘Keep it

climate and energy

in the Ground’ worked when the governor of the Bank

issues in the United

of England agreed with us, and when the Gates Foun-

Stated, China and

dation divested from their BP holding. ‘Keep it in the

France were given

Ground’ had 6.1 million page views, 4.9 million visits,

significant coverage

3.4 million visitors, and the effect rippled out around

in the German media,

the world in media …”

the report found.

“There just isn’t
any climate
scepticism in
India, even in the
media. This is
because we see
the impacts”

In Russia, climate

Joydeep Gupta

and energy transition

6. Discussion: The global
survey. Learning from
the interplay between
journalism and the energy
transition in different
national contexts

reporting still has a long way to come, according to
Angelina Davydova, board member of the n-ost journalism network. Davydova said climate scepticism was
very much alive in the Russian scientific community.
In public discourse, many question whether moving towards renewables makes sense for such a fossil
fuel-heavy nation. However, because climate change
is still seen as marginal issue in Russia, journalists reporting on it came under far less political pressure than
in other areas. “The worst you can get is that your story
won’t appear,” Davydova said.
Chinese readers, meanwhile, are actively interested

“There just isn’t any climate scepticism in India,

in learning from other countries’ experiences, accord-

even in the media. This is because we see the im-

ing to Sam Geall, Executive Editor at bilingual envi-

pacts,” Joydeep Gupta, South Asia Director at news

ronmental news service China Dialogue. Journalists

website and journalism network The Third Pole said,

in China look for lessons from abroad; for example,

on a panel of four accomplished environment and

they were keen to examine how London overcame its

climate journalists and media experts from across

infamous problem with smog in the 1950s. Currently,

the globe. Carel Mohn, Head of Media Programmes at

journalism in China is also taking an oppositional role

7
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Hanne May, then-Head of Energy Consulting at Edelman.ergo and a member of the independent jury that
selected the CLEW grant winners, introduced the three
finalists for the Clean Energy Wire cross-border journalism grant.
Over a delicious, sustainable three-course dinner,
the audience heard the three teams’ pitches, before
voting on which would receive the highest available
grant of €6,000, and the two smaller grants of €5,000
and €4,000. Abhaya Raj Joshi from Nepal and Twesh
Mishra from India narrowly took the largest number of votes for their proposal to track the sales route
of electric vehicles from India to Nepal and investigate
inexplicable price differences and import obstacles.
Atle Staalesen and Thomas Nilsen from Norway, and
Maksim Polyakov from Russia, came second with their
story on wind power potential in the Arctic, a topic
versus the United States, assuming the “higher moral

involving potentially links to Finland, investors in Chi-

ground” of Chinese international leadership on climate

na and companies in Italy. The Romanian-Polish team

matters, Geall explained.

comprising Raul Cazan and Jakub Wiech secured the
€4,000 award, to write about how loopholes in EU legislation allow deforestation in Romania and Poland.

7. Dinner and award
show, hosted by Stiftung
Mercator Foundation

The idea of border-crossing journalism networks
took on concrete meaning as reporters from around the
globe continued lively conversations at the bar until
well past midnight.

Philipp Offergeld, Project Manager at Stiftung Mercator
Foundation’s Centre for Climate Change, which hosted
the dinner, opened the evening with a welcome address
at the Wasserturm Brühl – an old water tower turned
restaurant. Explaining why the foundation decided to
support initiatives to further media coverage of climate
and energy transition topics internationally, Offergeld
said the financial pressure on traditional media houses

From left to right: Hanne May, Philipp Offergeld, Abhaya
Raj Joshi, Twesh Mishra, Raul Cazan, Atle Staalesen,
Thomas Nilsen.

across the globe had resulted in “decreasing capacities,
which often lead to half-baked stories on the Energiewende abroad”.
On the recent Clean Energy Wire call for cross-border
journalism projects, Offergeld said, “56 teams applied
for these grants via the CLEW website, with a total of
around 130 applicants from 61 different countries representing all continents … My hope is that this network of
international journalists will thrive, and more opportunities for cooperation and joint reporting will arise.”
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Saturday, 11 November 2017

1. Keynote: ‘Crossborder
journalism and
getting to the bottom
of global drama – what
energy transition
journalism can learn’

Brigitte Alfter

Since then, the ICIJ has landed one major coup after
another, bringing together around 400 journalists from
around the world on breakthrough investigations like

“Climate change is one of the most important

the Panama Papers and the Paradise Papers.

cross-border topics of our generation,” Brigitte Alfter,

Alfter told the audience they could maximise their

Managing Editor of Journalismfund.eu, said in her key-

stories’ impact, access diverse material, and reach new

note speech.

audiences on a smaller scale with imperative: “give,

Alfter’s interest in cross-border journalism was

give, give”. She urged journalists to share, devel-

sparked in 2005, while working as Brussels correspond-

op intercultural communication skills, “learn from

ent for a Danish daily. She found that stories fell short

business literature on

of their potential, or remained non-stories, because

how human networks

crucial international context was missed.

work”, and get project

Alfter described the 2014 Luxembourg Leaks as a

“give, give, give”

management training.

Brigitte Alfter

major breakthrough for cross-border journalism. De-

While cross-border

spite the leaks’ shocking revelations, the French jour-

journalism has largely been foundation-funded due

nalist who broke the story, Edouard Perrin, was aghast

how time-consuming it can be, and the fact it can be a

at how little impact it had. When the International

“tough sell” to editors, a number of quality media out-

Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) took up

lets have come to release its value, Alfter said.

the story – initially with some reluctance – and journalists from across the globe began to dig into their own,
country-specific data and report on aspects relevant
to their own domestic audiences, the LuxLeaks finally
gained widespread attention.

2. Workshops
Session 1: Facts and context across
borders – How can journalists get
global stories right?
“Journalism is needed to translate complicated facts,
make [the topic] graspable. But over-simplifying or
over-dramatizing can easily translate into mistakes –
for example, confusing energy and electricity,” according to Craig Morris, senior fellow at the Institute
for Advanced Sustainability Studies in Potsdam, who
has covered the German energy transition and followed its media coverage for decades.
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In a discussion on the practices and challenges of veri-

own line of defence:

fying information on such a complex topic in the age of

The comments sec-

social media, Morris cautioned all journalists to abide to

tion doesn’t always

the rules of verification and fact-checking, and to strive

deserve its bad repu-

for accuracy at all times. This is all the more crucial

tation as it facilitates a

when reporting on data-dense topics like the energy

kind of crowd-sourced

transition, he said: “There is a lot of data available and

fact-checking, and

no agreement on which data should be the benchmark.

always provides “a few

“It is very important that in
the fast-moving
internet media

This makes cross-bor-

nuggets that make a fair

der comparisons par-

point and can teach you

ticularly difficult.”

something.”

“… over-simplifying or overdramatizing can
easily translate
into mistakes …”
Craig Morris

Sonya Angelica Diehn
of DW said getting the
international dimension
of fact-checking right
was crucial “because

Session 2: Has the lone wolf joined
the pack for good? Collaborative
journalism on climate, the energy
transition, and beyond

age, journalists

credibility flows from

sometimes really

countries, tracking re-

Chaired by Christoph Podewils, representatives of jour-

liable data down is very

nalism networks from around the world discussed jour-

should be slow!”

difficult, so it’s about

nalists’ motivations for working together on climate,

good local contacts,

environment and energy transition reporting.

Sven Egenter

it. In many developing

trust, and good edit-

Julie Søgaard, Chair of the Danish Association of

ing. In the fast-mov-

Energy and Environmental Journalists (FEM), said the

ing news world with pressure to get scoops, there is a

association formed as a merger between two previously

strong temptation to run with a story without prop-

separate networks, when climate change emerged as

erly verifying.” Charing the discussion, Sven Egenter

the crucial, binding topic between them. The advan-

added, “Facts without context are often meaningless.”

tages of working together included easier access to key

Distilling complicated issues into a headline was an ad-

stakeholders, who were more likely to address joint

ditional challenge, he said, and it could be tempting to

study tours than give individual interviews.

over-dramatize and mislead in pursuit of clicks: “It is

Joining forces to generate better reporting is also

very important that in the fast-moving internet media

raison d’ etre of international network platform host-

age, journalists sometimes really should be slow!”

writer, represented on the panel by ambassador science

Morris added that while social media allowed the
rapid spread of misinformation, it also provided its

journalist Michael Stang. Ever-scarcer resources made it
very hard for reporters to find funding for research, he
said. Stang explained that the German-based platform
was funded by three foundations and comprised 3,174
journalists from 123 countries working in 80 languages.
It first “emerged as a ‘couchsurfing’ platform,” allowing
journalists reporting abroad on tiny budgets to access
practical help and advice from local counterparts.
Imelda Abano, President of the Philippine Network
of Environmental Journalists, said the main challenges Asian journalists face reporting on climate change
and the energy transition are a lack of both funding
and public interest. Collaborations between journalists
sharing resources and best practices alleviate both.
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support colleagues in countries with a freer press
can offer those working in far more challenging – and
dangerous – environments.
Cooke said, “Showing journalists from countries with
a high degree of oppression that they are not alone,”
and sharing these problems could encourage them to
keep going. Audience members shared depressingly numerous examples of oppression in their own countries.
Cooke also cautioned American and Western European colleagues to remain open to different perspectives
Other journalists participating in the discussion shared

and sensitive to different cultural backgrounds, accept-

their experiences of cross-media collaboration and

ing that their own policies – such not accepting gifts –

tools they used. Despite most reporters and editors

might not always be viable or produce the best results

agreeing on the challenges that collaboration with in-

in other parts of the world.

ternational colleagues brings – taking more time, winning editors over to a still-new concept, and financial
hurdles – there was broad agreement that the benefits
made it worth the extra effort.

Session 3: How do you establish
trust in cross-border journalism?
“You can request freedom of information in Eastern
Europe. You just won’t get the answer,” said freelance

Kieran Cooke, Kata Karath

science journalist Kata Karath. Having graduated in the
UK, Karath returned

“You can request

to her native Hungary
and was shocked by the

3. Closing round: What
we have learned about the
future of Global Energy
Transition Journalism

freedom of

“level of oppression

information in

nalists suffered there.

Eastern Europe.

fear and resignation

You just won’t get

nalists had killed their

In the closing round, Sven Egenter and Nabeelah Shab-

younger colleagues

bir – a freelance journalist and special reporter for the

“passion and enthusi-

conference – summed up an eventful exchange of ideas

asm”. In a discussion

and experiences. “Three words stand out for me after

moderated by Raul

the last one and a half days: Trust, funding and inno-

Cazan from 2Celsius

vation,” Shabbir said. Egenter and Shabbir agreed the

and intimidation” jour-

the answer”
Kata Karath

She said a climate of
among senior jour-

Network, Karath and Kieran Cooke from Climate News

conference had clearly demonstrated that journalism

Network explored the intense political pressure and

must reach beyond national borders and media silos to

risks journalists face as part and parcel of their profes-

do justice to the energy transition and climate change.

sional lives in many parts of the world.

Innovation could offer creative new ways to deliver

The issues of trust and differing journalistic standards were framed in terms of the solidarity and

content and interest new audiences in topics that can
seem inaccessible. Social media presents opportuni-
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ties, but has also fundamentally shaken news outlets’
long-standing business model and core principles,
leaving questions over funding, they noted.
One of the conference’s key take-aways was that trust
is paramount – both between journalists and the wider
public, and within the journalism community. Journalists
showed they care passionately about preserving trust in
their readership, and repeatedly expressed commitment
to the highest standards of professional conduct. They
also stressed how important trust is to effective collaboration and building effective international networks.

Sven Egenter, Nabeelah Shabbir

Authors:
Martha Otwinowski, Nabeelah Shabbir; many thanks to Sören Amelang,
Benjamin Wehrmann and Julian Wettengel from the Clean Energy Wire
for the contributions to this documentation.
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or political parties.

News

Stay up to date on energy
policy in Germany with CLEW
News and the daily News Digest
on the website.
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